MESSAGE: Australia and the 10-Year Window
(The King's Counsel on 5-12-2016)
After listening to Chuck Pierce's message 'A 10-Year Window' 1 we understood that there will be “a
realignment of nations”. One of the important points to come out of his message was:
“What you are hearing today is key. Don't try to understand it with your mind. It will redo the way we
do things in days ahead. Quit being legalistic in the way you think and operate; this is a time of
change like never before...This is a time that I am realigning the lands and the people of the lands. Lay
down your prejudices and your political gleanings—what I am doing is way above this. I am creating
a government in the earth that will shake things in a new way. I am working both the heavens and the
earth.” 2
Therefore there was a need for us to find out what impact this realignment would have for Australia.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Question: Lord, how will the 10-year window that you gave information to Chuck Pearce about impact
our nation of Australia?
Message
This is a very important time for Australia. This 10-year period is significant, so significant it is almost
incomprehensible. I want you to listen and listen closely because Australia has to rise up to its destiny,
and this period of time will be critical in that process.
Australia needs to 'gird its loins', as the scriptures say, to get ready for action, to be prepared for progress
and development. As the nations realign, Australia will need to realign themselves with the nations, and I
will show Australia how to align themselves, provided that they seek me. I will make it pretty obvious,
but information and knowledge from me is more important than guesswork or politicising which can have
a similar outcome but not as good as my word.
My desire is for this nation to rise up in leadership, and I have been working in the background while
Australia has been playing games. I have been moulding and shaping and re-directing and constructing
circumstances and bringing people into power and out of power, and environmental changes and
meteorological changes, and economic changes, all for the purpose of raising this nation up. As the other
nations realign with each other, there will be a domino effect which will cascade down and affect all the
other nations of the Earth, including Australia. Australia will need to shield itself against some of these
realignments, and others they will need to embrace. This is critical.
The Australian Government needs to be very aware of the implications of each connection and each
realignment that is taking place, because some of these will be, on the surface, desirable and friendly, but
underneath there will be overtones of machinations and evil, and so discernment is required. Like signing
United Nations declarations and the like, which Australia in their simplicity signed leaving Australia open
to intervention from the elite, so the aligning and the arrangements that will take place in the future can be
done simplistically or can be done with maturity and wisdom, and that’s what I am calling Australia to
rise up to do.
Be aware, Australia, that I have my hands on you and that you will rise up, but I need the bulk of the
nation’s citizens to move with me, to move in the direction that I am moving, because in the spirit realm
the weight determines the progress. The alignment of people with me will determine the progress. So be
of good cheer, Australia, there are great times ahead, but that cheer must be tempered with wisdom and
1 – www.gloryofzion.org/newsfeed/index.php?nfid=163
2 – “Chuck Pierce Prophesies "Short, 10-Year Window in the Nations"”(www.elijahlist.com/words/textonly.html?ID=17056)
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seriousness and soberness, as the scripture says, because wisdom is required. So during this 10-year
period, listen and watch, assess, evaluate and make wise choices.

Addendum
One member at the council meeting had this sense of the 10-year window period during the recording of
message.
“I sensed the Lord gave me the impression of like an earthquake: the after-shock and the tsunami. So
whether we like it or not, Australia will be affected greatly, and he just used the word ‘tsunami’ to
remind me that it is a big thing. It’s a very important and serious matter.”
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CCOP is a company of prophetic people that the Lord established out of a School For Prophets that Robert Misst (NZ) ran in Canberra in
2012-2013. Our mandate is to rise up to be a genuine Australian prophetic voice to the nation and to our community. Our mode of operation
aligns with the restoration of the message from the throne, so that like Jeremiah, we release whatever is on the heart and mind of our King,
whether it is appreciated or not by others. As watchmen, we deliver what we receive as we are accountable to do so. Our function is to
prophetically speak into the local and national community via prophetic counsel, both as a company and when requested to by community
and business leaders outside of the established church. As Elijah-like prophetic people, we have committed ourselves wholeheartedly to our
King for him to use us as a force for Kingdom change in Australia.
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